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a b s t r a c t

Temporal shape of electron spin echo (ESE) signal of photoinduced spin-correlated radical pairs (SCRP) in
composite of conductive polymer P3HT and substituted fullerene PCBM is studied in details. ESE signals
of radical pairs (RP) P3HT+/PCBM� are calculated in realistic model, taking into account finite microwave
pulse length. Inhomogeneous broadening of resonant lines and interradical distance distribution are
included. Experimentally observed ESE time-domain shape was found to contradict predictions of con-
ventional SCRP theory, which would be valid in the case of very fast electron transfer. Thus, instantaneous
formation of singlet SCRP is not the case for P3HT+/PCBM� pair, and spin system has enough time to
evolve coherently during sequential electron transfer. While it is impossible to reproduce experimental
data within simple singlet SCRP model, assumption of presence of additional – with respect to what is
predicted by singlet SCRP theory – AE (absorption/emission) spin polarization gives convincing accor-
dance with the experiment. Density matrix of RP P3HT+/PCBM� is a superposition of two contributions,
namely the parts reflecting (i) antiphase polarization of original singlet-born SCRP and (ii) additional AE-
polarization which is generated during initial stage of charge separation. AE-polarization affects experi-
mental ESEEM (electron spin echo envelope modulation) traces, as well as ESE shape, making impossible
their interpretation via simple singlet SCRP model. However, this effect can be eliminated by averaging of
ESEEM traces over EPR spectral positions. Finally, choosing the optimal gate for ESE time-domain integra-
tion and proper microwave detection phase tuning are considered.

� 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Polymer/fullerene blend is the most widely used active media
for organic photovoltaics (OPV) devices. The power conversion effi-
ciency (PCE) of OPV cells is determined, to the large extent, by the
yield of photoinduced charge separation. For many polymer/
fullerene blends, including the benchmark composite of poly(3-
hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl
ester (PCBM), this yield is close to unity [1,2]. However, the origin
of such a high efficiency of charge separation is still unclear,
despite numerous studies [3,4]. The main reason for this is lack
of information about the structure and dynamics of the intermedi-
ates of charge separation at polymer/fullerene interface. These
intermediates are usually called light-induced primary charge-
separated (CS) states [5] or charge-transfer states (CTS) [6,7]. To
determine the mechanism of charge separation in polymer/fullerene
(or, more generally, in donor/acceptor) composites, knowledge of
the distance between charges in CTS is needed. Since CTS can be
caught at low temperature, when the charge separation is slowed
down, EPR becomes a suitable method to study CTS structure.

Initially, CW EPR spectrum of separated charges in continuously
illuminated polymer/fullerene composites were obtained [8]. This
experiment proved the efficiency of light-induced charge separa-
tion in polymer/fullerene composites. However, lack of temporal
resolution limits CW EPR experiments severely, and only thermal-
ized separated charges are accessible for this method. Later, time-
resolved (TR) EPR spectra were obtained for CTS in polymer/
fullerene composite [5–7,9,10] under pulse laser illumination. It
was established that light-induced CTS in P3HT/PCBM composite
is spin-correlated radical pair (SCRP), consisting of two weakly
interacting radicals (polarons) P3HT+ and PCBM�, created in the
singlet spin state upon exciton dissociation. However, because of
limited data set and complexity of the system the interpretation
of TR EPR spectra is ambiguous.
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Electron spin echo (ESE), in particular, out-of-phase (OOP) ESE
can provide more detailed information about the electronic struc-
ture of this SCRP [11]. Previously, this technique was successfully
used to determine the structure of the intermediates of light-
induced charge separation in bacterial photosynthetic reaction
centers (RCs) [12–14] and plant photosystems [13]. For these sys-
tems out-of-phase ESE gives the unique possibility to determine
the interspin distance in SCRP in nanometer range with angstrom
precision. This distance nearly coincides with the distance between
electron donor and acceptor molecules of RC, determined from X-
ray structure [12,15]. Lately, out-of-phase ESE was used to study
intramolecular light-induced charge transfer in artificial donor-
spacer-acceptor systems [16,17].

Recently, out-of-phase ESE spectroscopy was employed for
polymer/fullerene composites [18,19]. It was shown experimen-
tally that time-domain shape of OOP ESE signal in P3HT/PCBM
composite is nearly antisymmetric having negative and positive
parts. At the same time OOP ESE signal in photosynthetic RCs,
obtained under similar conditions [20], is bell-shaped, the signal
sign is the same in every point and its maximum is well defined.
Therefore, while obtaining electron spin echo envelope modulation
(ESEEM) signal is straightforward in the case of RCs, it becomes
tricky and ambiguous for the case of P3HT/PCBM composite: it is
not clear how to derive properly ESE intensity upon time-domain
integration in the latter case. Result of ESEEM experiment, being
critical for interradical distance measurement, depends signifi-
cantly on choice of integration interval of ESE signal.

There is another pitfall that is worth to point out. Interpretation
of ESEEM data in the frame of SCRP theory is based on well known
analytic expression for ESE modulation frequency [21]. Neverthe-
less, unusual time-domain ESE shape, obtained for radical pairs
(RP) in P3HT/PCBM composite, makes questionable applicability
of the SCRP theory for such systems. Thus, ESE data for RPs in poly-
mer/fullerene composites cannot be interpreted in strictly the
same way, as it was done for photosynthetic SCRP.

This work is devoted to systematic study of ESE signal in SCRP
P3HT+/PCBM� by numerical simulation of spin dynamics. The
aim is to check whether the predictions of SCRP theory, which
are valid for photosynthetic SCRP [21], are also valid for SCRP in
polymer/fullerene composites. We analyzed the time-domain
shape of ESE and derived the recommendation for choosing the
interval for ESE integration in ESEEM experiments. Finally, the pre-
dictions of SCRP theory and results of ESE experiments with P3HT/
PCBM under laser flash illumination are compared. We found that
it is impossible to reproduce ESE time-domain shape and ESEEM
data within the framework of conventional singlet SCRP theory.
In order to explain this discrepancy we assume additional spin
polarization to be generated at initial steps of photoinduced charge
separation. Thus, spin state of P3HT+/PCBM� RPs differs from pure
singlet. We will call RPs, which carry this additional polarization,
AE-polarized. The polarization itself is named, accordingly,
AE-polarization. Individual radicals, which AE-polarized RP is
composed from, carry net polarization, whether absorptive (A) or
emissive (E), of opposite sign and the same magnitude. The origin
of AE-polarization is coherent evolution of RP spin state prior to
ESE experiment.
2. Theory and calculation method

The spin-Hamiltonian of a radical pair in the high-field
approximation (J;D � lgB0 for both spins) can be written as

Hlab ¼ lgAB0SAz þ lgBB0SBz þ J SA � SBð Þ

þ D
2

3 cos2 hD � 1
� �

S2z �
1
3
S2

� �
: ð1Þ
Here spin operators of radicals are denoted as Si ði ¼ A;BÞ,
S ¼ SA þ SB, l is a Bohr magneton, B0 represents strength of the
magnetic field, J and D are the values of exchange and dipolar inter-
action correspondingly, hD is an angle between line connecting
spins and direction of the external magnetic field B0 and, finally,
gA and gB denote effective g-factors of two species in radical pair.
In Hamiltonian (1) we omit possible nonaxiality of dipole interac-
tion tensor and use point-dipole approximation. The Hamiltonian
(1) does not contain hyperfine interactions because number of
interacting nuclei is too large. Instead of writing down all the terms
explicitly they are taken into account by inhomogeneous broaden-
ing of individual resonant lines. Anisotropy of g-tensors in the trea-
ted systems is small, so effective g-factors of each radical can be
evaluated as

gi ¼ giXX sin
2 h cos2 /þ giYY sin

2 h sin2 /þ giZZ cos
2 h; ð2Þ

where gXX , gYY , gZZ are principal values of corresponding g-tensor
and polar and azimuthal angles h, / define an spatial orientation
of g-tensor.

It is convenient to express equations in terms of angular fre-
quency. Then Hamiltonian (1) in the rotating frame can be written
as

H ¼ xASAz þxBSBz þ J SA � SBð Þ þ D
2

3 cos2 hD � 1
� �

S2z �
1
3
S2

� �
: ð3Þ

Here xi ¼ ðgi=g � 1Þxþ Dxi, where x is a spectrometer
microwave frequency, gi is calculated using (2) and resonant
g-factor g is defined by condition of resonance glB0 ¼ x. The
term Dxi corresponds to spreading of Larmor frequency within
inhomogeneously broadened EPR line of a radical. It is supposed
that other quantities in (3) are also evaluated in angular
frequency units.

Calculations can be performed with convenience in basis set
which is a direct product of two spin S ¼ 1

2 basis sets, i.e. jaai,
jabi, jbai and jbbi. Spin operators for two-spin system in this basis
can be easily obtained as Kronecker product of corresponding one-
spin operators.

CTS which can be observed in the experiment is a weekly cou-
pled secondary RP2 formed from strongly coupled primary precur-
sor RP1 by sequential electron transfer as shown on the scheme
Fig. 1(a). On the Fig. 1(a) kQ is the rate of formation of the sec-
ondary pair RP2, parameters j1, Q1 and j2, Q2 are the parameters
controlling frequencies of singlet-triplet interconversion within
RP1 and RP2. For both pairs 2Qk is the difference of resonant fre-
quencies xA and xB of two radicals, jk arises from exchange and
dipolar interactions [22].

It is important to note that saying ‘‘weakly coupled RP” we
imply the case when jxA �xBj � J, D. For ‘‘strongly coupled RP”
the inverse condition jxA �xBj � J, D is fulfilled.

Since primary pair RP1 is formed from photoexcited molecular
singlet it has antiphase, or multiplet, polarization. Polarization of
observable weakly coupled pair RP2 may differ from polarization
of RP1 owing to prior evolution of its spin state: if parameter j1
for primary RP1 and formation rate kQ are comparable, initial spin
state of RP1 has enough time to evolve.

We will split polarization and density matrix of secondary pair
RP2 into two conceivable contributions. For the sake of simplicity
these two contributions will be treated separately. Such separa-
tion is allowed as far as density matrix obeys linear equation of
motion, but actually there are no differently polarized observable
pairs RP2, and polarization of RP2 is a composition of these two
contributions.

The first contribution to density matrix of RP2 originates from
spin-correlated state of primary precursor, i.e. pure singlet
qS

0 ¼ jSihSj. As Si ¼ ðjabi � jbaiÞ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
, density matrix qS

0 is given by



Fig. 1. The scheme (a) illustrates formation of secondary radical pair RP2 from
primary RP1 by sequential electron transfer. As far as primary RP1 is formed from
photoexcited molecular singlet the polarization it transmits to its descendant RP2 is
antiphase (or multiplet) (b). Additional AE-polarization (c) is generated during
electron transfer and contributes to polarization of observable RP2 (d). Thereby
polarization of RP2 (d) is a composition of antiphase (b) and AE-polarization (c).
Each stick spectrum shown here is illustrated by corresponding energy levels
diagram, transitions are labeled accordingly. Population of each energy level is
represented by its thickness. Assumption of weak coupling limit is fulfilled for the
spectra (b–d).
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qS
0 ¼

0
1=2 �1=2
�1=2 1=2

0

0
BBB@

1
CCCA: ð4Þ

Further in this work RPs having initial spin state qS
0 and, therefore,

carrying antiphase polarization Fig. 1(b), will be called singlet-born
RPs for short. Here lower index notation specifies time moment of
density matrix evolution. It is important to understand that zero
time moment does not coincide with actual start of the experiment,
i.e. the beginning of laser pulse. In our treatment zero time is the
moment of secondary RPs formation when their spin state is
already prepared. Anyway, knowledge of exact moment of RP2 for-

mation is not critical for our treatment since we assume k�1
Q � Tdaf ,

where Tdaf is a delay after laser flash, i.e. time gap between photoex-
citation and microwave pulse sequence.

In the case of very fast electron transfer, when kQ � j1, Q1, den-
sity matrix qS

0 exactly describes spin state and polarization of
observable pairs RP2. Under this assumption the conventional SCRP
model is valid and polarization of RP2 is pure antiphase.

On the other side, when charge separation and ST0-mixing rates
are comparable, polarization of observable RPs is not antiphase
anymore. Treating this case we assume that AE-polarization shown
on Fig. 1(c) is another contribution to total polarization of RP2.
Since each radical in AE-polarized RP carries net polarization and
one radical is polarized oppositely to another, contribution to ini-
tial density matrix of RP2 can be represented as qAE

0 ¼ SBz � SAz, or
more specifically:

qAE
0 ¼

0
�1

1
0

0
BBB@

1
CCCA: ð5Þ

We imply that qAE
0 represents an additional polarization which is

generated during initial steps of charge separation. Thus overall ini-
tial density matrix of RP2 is a weighted composition of two contri-
butions qS

0 (singlet-born SCRP) and qAE
0 (AE-polarized RP):

q0 ¼ qS
0 þ bqAE

0 ð6Þ
It is important to note that at the time of observation there is still
non-zero magnetic interaction between radicals in RP2 pair. Initial
polarization of observable pair RP2 corresponding to q0 is shown
on Fig. 1(d).

The polarization pattern shown on Fig. 1(d) seems to represent
the most general situation taking place for RP formed as a result of
sequential electron transfer. For the first time it was predicted in
work [23]. Such type of EPR spectrum appears when both mecha-
nisms of spin polarization, namely SCRP and CIDEP, act together.
The work [22] also predicts formation of the polarization Fig. 1
(d) according to kinetic model of electron transfer similar to shown
above on Fig. 1(a). Both works [22,23] give an explanation how
mixed polarization pattern Fig. 1(d) can appear in experiment. In
the present work we are not interested in actual intensities of
RP2 EPR lines or exact amount of AE-polarization has been gener-
ated (coefficient b in Eq. (6)). The aim is to examine how additional,
with respect to antiphase, AE-polarization will manifest itself in
ESE experiments.

If spin relaxation is omitted, density matrix of the spin system
at certain time can be evaluated by series of unitary transforma-
tions with propagator Ut ¼ exp �iHtð Þ and thereby

qTþt ¼ UtqTU
y
t :

During the application of a microwave pulse with oscillating
magnetic field Bp the Hamiltonian (3) contains additional term
xpSx whereinxp ¼ 1

2 gA þ gBð ÞlBp with high enough accuracy. Thus
the evolution of the density matrix during the pulse of duration tp
is governed by operator Pðtp; nÞ ¼ exp �iHtp � iSxn

� �
where flip

angle n ¼ xptp is introduced.
Time dependence of magnetization is computed from corre-

sponding evolution of the density matrix in conventional way.
For polyoriented ensemble this dependence should be averaged
over the spatial orientations of g-tensors according to (2), over
angle hD which defines orientation of a whole radical pair and,
finally, over shifts of Larmor frequencies Dxi caused by unresolved
hyperfine interactions. Also since the system under study is con-
siderably disordered distribution of dipole interaction values D
should be taken into account. We suppose that all distributions
are uncorrelated, g-tensor orientations of P3HT+ and PCBM� are
uncorrelated as well.

Averaging can be effectively performed by Monte-Carlo
method. Usually number of simulations 106–107 per one data point
is enough for good accuracy. Computational program was written
on C++ using Intel MKL and Armadillo [24] libraries for matrix
operations.

3. Results and discussion

In this section we will discuss the results of theoretical calcula-
tions in relation to temporal shape of ESE signal in P3HT/PCBM
blends and ESEEM experiments. In two-pulse experiments, which
are considered below, a microwave pulse sequence is applied to
radicals generated by laser with delay after flash Tdaf ¼ 1ls if it
is not stated otherwise.

3.1. Validation of magnetic parameters of P3HT+ and PCBM�

Typical X-band EPR absorption spectrum of thermalized nonin-
teracting radicals in P3HT/PCBM blend is shown on Fig. 2. The
spectrum is calculated using g-tensor principal values taken from
work [25] (see Table 1).

To take into account inhomogeneous broadening Gaussian
shape of individual resonant line is assumed. Half-height width
of lines is set equal to 3.5 MHz for both radicals. The model EPR
absorption spectrum resulted from this choice of inhomogeneous



Table 1
Principal values of g-tensor of radicals P3HT+ and PCBM�. Values were taken from
[25].

P3HT+ PCBM�

gXX 2.00380 2.00058
gYY 2.00230 2.00045
gZZ 2.00110 1.99845

Fig. 3. Dependence of calculated out-of-phase echo amplitude (solid line) on flip
angle n1 of first microwave pulse for P3HT+/PCBM� SCRP. Resonant g-factor is
g ¼ 2:0011 (center of the spectrum), value of dipole interaction 4 MHz is used. Pulse
sequence is n1 � s� p where pulses of duration 4–16 ns are applied, pulse spacing
s ¼ 0:46 ls. ESE signal was integrated with integration window of 60 ns width
centered on moment s after the second pulse. Dashed line illustrates the deviation
of calculated dependence from theoretical one.
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line width is shown on Fig. 2, panel B. The model spectrum approx-
imates experimental EPR spectrum well enough, little difference
between them is caused by g-strain effect [25], which is not
included in our calculations. As can be seen from Fig. 2 at spectral
lines of two radicals slightly overlap. However they are far enough
to produce separate peaks.

3.2. Dependence of ESE signal on flip angle of the first microwave pulse

Spin-correlated RPs (q0 ¼ qS
0) behave differently from thermal-

ized spin system when flip angles in pulse sequence are varied. In
the limit of weakly coupled RPs intensity of out-of-phase spin echo
depends on flip angle of first pulse as follows [21]:

Mx � sin 2n1: ð7Þ
In derivation of Eq. (7) flip angle of second pulse is fixed n2 ¼ p and
single point detection of an echo signal at time t ¼ s after second
pulse is assumed. Comparison of analytical dependence Eq. (7) with
calculated echo intensity is shown on Fig. 3. As one can see from
Fig. 3 calculated dependence is in good agreement with Eq. (7).
Small deviation for angles greater than p=2 can be explained by
contribution to ESE signal from RPs which don’t satisfy the condi-
tion of weak coupling. Indeed, since EPR spectra of P3HT+ and
PCBM� partially overlap (see Fig. 2(B)) it is expected that even the
case of strong coupling may be realized for small amount of radical
pairs. Nevertheless the pulse sequence p=4� s� p is very close to
optimal for out-of-phase echo detection in agreement with Eq. (7).

3.3. Echo signal modulation and ESEEM experiment

The echo signal of SCRP (q0 ¼ qS
0) is known to be modulated

when pulse spacing s is varied. There is analytic expression [21]
for modulation frequency xmod:

xmod hDð Þ ¼ J � 2
3
D 3 cos2 hD � 1
� �

; ð8Þ

and in polyoriented system out-of-phase echo at time t ¼ s after the
second pulse is given by formula
Fig. 2. Comparison of experimental and model EPR absorption spectrum. A:
experimental X-band CW EPR spectrum of P3HT/PCBM composite under continu-
ous illumination (solid black line). Its integral represents EPR absorption spectrum
(dashed red line). B: calculated EPR absorption spectrum of thermalized P3HT+ and
PCBM� radicals (solid black line) and experimental EPR spectrum (dashed red line,
the same data set as in panel A). Principal values of g-tensor shown in Table 1 were
used to calculate the model spectrum. Dash-dotted black lines denote spectral lines
of separate radicals. Temperature was 65 K, the microwave power was low enough
to avoid signal saturation. Modulation amplitude was 1 G. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
Mx sð Þ �
Z p

0
sinxmods sin hDdhD:

In conventional two-pulse ESEEM experiment, echo is monitored at
time t ¼ s (or the point of its maximum) while interpulse gap s is
increased. Such experiment provides an important information
about magnitudes of interspin interactions and distances.

Unfortunately, when echo signal is weak single-point detection
leads to a quite noisy ESEEM data. To improve signal-to-noise ratio
one should somehow integrate echo signal in time-domain. It is
possible to distort ESEEM trace upon integration [26], so the ques-
tion is how to integrate an echo signal for good S/N ratio and avoid
distortions at the same time.

The Fig. 4 shows dependence of out-of-phase echo signal on s.
Here pulse sequence p=4� s� p is used with nonselective pulses
of 4 ns and 16 ns. In this paragraph we assumemagnitude of dipole
interaction is fixed and equal to 4 MHz, which corresponds with
interspin distance r � 2:7 nm. While interspin distance disorder
is left aside, averaging over directions of interspin vector is
included here. Exchange interaction is ignored.

The Fig. 4 illustrates that out-of-phase ESE signal is modulated
and its shape changes dramatically when s is varied. In in-phase
channel small signal can be observed which vanishes at moment
t ¼ s after the end of the second pulse [27]. Dependence of the
ESE on s results in out-of-phase ESEEM traces shown on Fig. 5.

Solid red line in Fig. 5 depicts ESEEM produced as a result of
conventional approach mentioned above (single-point detection)
and serves as the reference trace. Dashed black line corresponds
to the result of echo integration by gate length 60 ns with integra-
tion window centered at time t ¼ s after 2nd pulse. When echo sig-
nal shape is nearly bell-like (see e.g. black line in Fig. 4) this choice
of integration window is close to half-height integration. For sim-
plicity, since pulses are sufficiently short we don’t make any differ-
ence between t ¼ s and the moment of signal maximum.

As can be seen from Fig. 5, reference ESEEM trace (red line) and
the one derived from echo integration (black line) agree within
their amplitudes. Thus signal intensity as well as signal-to-noise
ratio in an experiment can be enhanced safely if integration win-
dow is centered at time t ¼ s after the end of the second pulse.



Fig. 4. Spin echo shape dependence on pulse spacing s. Resonant g-factor is
g ¼ 2:0011 (spectrum center), value of dipole interaction D ¼ 4 MHz is used. Pulse
sequence is p=4� s� pwhere pulses of duration 4–16 ns are applied. Out-of-phase
part of the echo is represented by solid lines, dashed lines denote in-phase part.

Fig. 5. Comparison of out-of-phase ESEEM traces resulted from different ways of
echo integration. Solid red line, marked as reference, is echo signal detected at
single time point t ¼ s after 2nd pulse. For the purpose of legibility it was increased
by factor of �5. ESEEM trace represented by dashed black line is the result of echo
integration over interval of 60 ns length, which is centered on the point the
reference trace is observed at, i.e. at time t ¼ s. And, finally, if integration interval is
shifted and not centered on t ¼ s, the whole ESEEM trace shifts as indicated by
magenta dash-dotted line. In this example the integration interval is centered at
time t ¼ sþ 30 ns. Pulse sequence and other conditions are the same as for Fig. 4.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Model probability density function of interspin distances in P3HT+/PCBM�

radical pair. GðrÞ � exp ðr � r0Þ2=a2
� �

when r 6 r0 and GðrÞ � exp ðr � r0Þ2=b2
� �

otherwise. The most probable interspin distance is r0 ¼ 3:4 nm, half-height widths
of left and right sides of distribution are 1.0 nm and 3.8 nm respectively.
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If integration window is not centered at t ¼ s, ESEEM trace is
shifted in time with respect to the reference. This is illustrated
by magenta dash-dotted line in Fig. 5. Here gate length is the same
as in previous case, but the whole integration interval is shifted by
30 ns to greater times so that it is centered on t ¼ sþ 30 ns now.
This leads to time offset of the ESEEM signal. In other words, signal
derived from such integration is time-shifted in relation to refer-
ence which is detected at t ¼ s.

Because of intrinsic disorder of bulk-heterojunction blends the
magnitude of dipolar coupling between constituents of P3HT/
PCBM radical pairs is appreciably distributed. Even though we
are not taking into account this distribution here, the general con-
clusion of this section remains valid for real composite as well.
Indeed, experimental ESEEM trace can be distorted upon echo inte-
gration similarly to its individual components corresponding to
certain dipolar coupling.

3.4. Influence of interspin distance distribution

In order to take into account interspin distance disorder, which
was left aside until now, ESE signals were averaged over model
density distribution function GðrÞ shown on Fig. 6. This probability
density function is analogous to function introduced in [18] and
consists of two halved Gaussian distributions with shared center
but different half-height widths. The exact parameters of GðrÞ are
pointed out in caption of the Fig. 6.
As far as we use approximation of point dipoles the connection
between interspin distance r and magnitude of dipole interaction is
given by

D=MHz ¼ � 77:8

ðr=nmÞ3
: ð9Þ

Mean value of dipole interaction magnitude calculated using (9)
and the chosen distribution of interspin distances is hDi ¼ �1:33
MHz.

The calculated ESE signals of singlet-born RPs (q0 ¼ qS
0) with

interspin distance distribution taken into account are presented
on Fig. 7 for two different spectral positions. In this paragraph
we use value Tdaf ¼ 300 ns. Out-of-phase echo component has
nearly bell-like shape with small wings at both ends at any spectral
position. Also the shape does not change upon variation of inter-
pulse gap s (not shown), being in sharp contrast to Fig. 4.

Evolution of out-of-phase ESE intensity as function of s is
shown on Fig. 8. Echo signal was integrated with integration
interval of 60 ns length, centered as explained in previous section.
The calculations are performed at different values of resonant
g-factors. As one can see these ESEEM traces are independent of
spectral position: they differ only in amplitudes. Solid red line
presents ESEEM trace averaged over the whole EPR spectrum. We
conclude that choice of spectral position during an experiment
does not affect on ESEEM signal of singlet-born P3HT+/PCBM�

radical pairs.
Out-of-phase echo and ESEEM of singlet-born RPs as function of

excitation bandwidth are examined in SI.

3.5. Echo shape and ESEEM of AE-polarized radical pairs

Now we consider ESE time-domain shape and ESEEM of P3HT+/
PCBM� radical pairs with initial state q0 ¼ qAE

0 . It is remarkable that
along with singlet-born SCRP AE-polarized RP is an another case
when significant out-of-phase ESE signal arises.

Additional AE-polarization of radical pairs leads to ESE signals
which are shown on Fig. 9. Distribution of interspin distances is
also taken into account here in the same way as in previous section
(see Fig. 6).

Out-of-phase echo shape shown on Fig. 9 has nearly symmetric
positive and negative parts, but however it yields nonzero signal
upon integration. The integrated echo as function of pulse spacing
s is presented on Fig. 10. Two cases are shown: ESEEM trace of rad-
ical pairs when interspin distance is fixed (r ¼ 2:7 nm) and the
trace of disordered system. Unlike ESEEM trace of singlet-born rad-
ical pairs, echo decay presented on Fig. 10 tends to be nonzero
when s ¼ 0. Moreover, ESEEM signal of AE-polarized RPs, being
averaged over distribution of interspin distances, decreases much
faster than signal of singlet-born pairs.

Another difference is behavior of ESEEM traces when resonant
position in the spectrum is varied. As was shown in previous part,



Fig. 7. Time-domain ESE signal of singlet-born RP P3HT+/PCBM� after averaging
over model distribution of interspin distances. Pulse sequence is p=4� s� p where
pulses of duration 4–16 ns are applied, interpulse gap is s ¼ 400 ns. Upper and
lower panes show echo signals obtained at different points of EPR spectrum:
spectrum center (resonant g ¼ 2:0011) and P3HT+ radical (resonant g ¼ 2:0017)
respectively.

Fig. 8. Out-of-phase ESEEM signal of singlet-born RP P3HT+/PCBM� with interspin
distance distribution taken into account. Traces calculated at different spectral
positions are presented (black lines) and averaged (red line) over them. Integration
window is 60 ns width and centered on moment t ¼ s after the end of the second
pulse. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. Time-domain ESE signal of AE-polarized P3HT+/PCBM� radical pairs with
interspin distance distribution taken into account. Pulse sequence is p=4� s� p
where pulses of duration 4–16 ns are applied, interpulse gap is s ¼ 400 ns. Upper
and lower panes show echo signals obtained at different points of EPR spectrum:
spectrum center (resonant g ¼ 2:0011) and P3HT+ radical (resonant g ¼ 2:0017)
respectively.

Fig. 10. Out-of-phase ESEEM signal of AE-polarized P3HT+/PCBM� radical pair.
Solid line presents ESEEM trace of ensemble of pairs with fixed interspin distance
(r ¼ 2:7 nm, D ¼ 4:0 MHz). Dashed line shows the result of averaging traces with
certain interspin distance over model distance distribution shown on Fig. 6.
Integration window is 60 ns width and centered on moment t ¼ s after the end of
second pulse. The traces were calculated at the center of EPR spectrum (resonant
g ¼ 2:0011).

Fig. 11. Dependence of out-of-phase ESEEM traces on spectral position for AE-
polarized RPs in disordered system (interspin distance distribution is shown on
Fig. 6). The traces were computed for 15 different positions across the whole EPR
spectrum and some of them are shown. The trace averaged over all spectral
positions is presented by dash-dotted line. Echo was integrated over interval of
60 ns length, centered at time t ¼ s after the end of second pulse.
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out-of-phase ESEEM traces of singlet-born pairs are independent
on spectral position. On the other hand, sign of ESEEM trace
depends on resonant point in the case of AE-polarized RP. Fig. 11
illustrates ESEEM traces of AE-polarized radical pairs as function
of resonant spectral position. Thick dash-dotted line is the ESEEM
trace averaged over a number of resonant positions across the
whole EPR spectrum. As one can see different ESEEM traces inter-
fere destructively and average trace is close to zero. Thus in any
ESEEM experiment on spin-correlated RPs one can exclude compo-
nent of echo decay caused by additional AE-polarization by mea-
suring ESEEM traces at different spectral positions and
subsequent averaging over the whole EPR spectrum. In particular,
average trace shown on the Fig. 11 is a superposition of traces cal-
culated at 15 resonant points which are evenly spaced in the inter-
val covering the whole EPR spectrum from low-field (g ¼ 2:0045)
to high-field (g ¼ 1:9975) edge.

Also it is important to note that, especially in case of AE-
polarized RPs, microwave pulses produce intensive free induction
decay (FID) signal which obstructs a proper echo detection when
s is small. Therefore it is necessary to use a phase-cycling tech-
nique to overcome FID influence. The simplest technique is to
detect signal twice with different signs of the last microwave pulse
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(namely, changing rotation angle n ¼ p to n ¼ �p) and to sum
results after. Such technique was used to calculate echo signals
in this section.

Echo shape and ESEEM of AE-polarized RPs as function of exci-
tation bandwidth are examined in SI.
3.6. Experiment: time-domain echo shape and ESEEM

Experimental time-domain ESE shape of P3HT+/PCBM� radical
pairs is shown on Fig. 12. The experiment was performed at
temperature of 65 K and at magnetic field of 3446 G strength,
which corresponds to g-factor g ¼ 2:0017. Echo signal measured
at Tdaf ¼ 99 ms is considered as a background signal originated
from thermalized noninteracting spins of P3HT+ and PCBM� or
other long-living radicals, such as permanent defects due to
continuous irradiation. This background signal is subtracted from
the data for Tdaf ¼ 280 ns to extract weak signal of CT state. The
sample was irradiated by Nd:YAG laser with a wavelength of
532 nm, short repetition rate of 10 Hz and pulse power of
0.6 mJ approximately. Other experimental conditions are the
same as in [18].

The out-of-phase echo shape observed in experiment differs
significantly from bell-like shapes shown on Fig. 7, but it is similar
to echo shape of AE-polarized RPs. Either as the echo signal shown
on Fig. 9, out-of-phase component of experimental echo signal has
almost symmetrical negative and positive parts. Probable explana-
tion of such time-domain echo shape is that it is predominantly
defined by AE component of total RP2 polarization. In other words,
signal arising from antiphase component is masked by huge signal
of AE-polarization.

ESEEM experiment provide another proof that polarization of
observable RPs is a composition of antiphase and AE parts. To
obtain ESE amplitude as function of s echo signals were measured
separately for different s values and then numerically integrated.
The echo signal presented on Fig. 12 belongs to this series of mea-
surements. Integration window was 60 ns width and centered on
the time point where out-of-phase echo signal is equal to zero.
Peak-to-peak width for out-of-phase ESE is also 60 ns. The result
is shown in Fig. 13 (panel B).

Panel A of Fig. 13 shows superposition (solid red line) of ESE
decays originated from singlet-born (dash-dotted line) and
Fig. 12. In-phase and out-of-phase echo signal of P3HT+/PCBM� radical pairs
(experiment). The shapes obtained by subtraction of measurements with
Tdaf ¼ 280 ns and Tdaf ¼ 99 ms. Two-pulse sequence with nonselective pulses was
used with pulse gap s ¼ 0:2 ls and s ¼ 0:4 ls (upper and lower panel respectively).
Temperature was 65 K, resonant spectral position is g ¼ 2:0017 (P3HT+ radical).
AE-polarized (dashed line) RPs. This ESEEM signal, obtained as
a superposition with b ¼ 1 (see Eq. (6)), is in a good qualitative
agreement with the experiment. Thus experimental out-of-phase
ESEEM signal can be divided into two parts which have differ-
ent origin. The part arising from additional AE-polarization can
be suppressed by averaging over resonant positions across the
whole EPR spectrum of RP, as it is shown by our calculations.

Reliability of an ESEEM experiments, especially when time-
domain echo shape is close to antisymmetric, higly depends on sta-
bility and tuning accuracy of microwave detection phase. The
ESEEM trace of the background signal (black dashed line on
Fig. 13(B)) serves as a reference for controlling the phasing. See
SI for more details.

Importantly, when polarization of observable RP2 contains sig-
nificant AE component, sine Fourier transform of out-of-phase
ESEEM does not result in distribution of dipolar frequencies (Pake
doublet).

Previously, in a number of works, for instance [6,9,28], it was
reported that polarization of P3HT+/PCBM� RPs is solely formed
by singlet SCRP mechanism. This conclusion is mostly based on
time-resolved EPR spectra revealing specific polarization pattern
EAEA, which is generally associated with SCRP. Indeed, the polar-
ization produced by SCRP mechanism, antiphase polarization,
accords with this specific pattern, but it is not the only one possi-
ble. Also EAEA polarization pattern can be reproduced by mixed
polarization (see Fig. 1d), which we believe the actual polarization
P3HT+/PCBM� RPs have. Time-resolved EPR experiments are just
not able to distinguish purely antiphase and mixed polarizations.
In other words, it is very hard to tell whether a TREPR spectrum
is purely antiphase or it contains A/E polarization component,
especially in the case of such disordered systems like P3HT/PCBM
blend.

Even though experimental TR EPR spectra were simulated with
good agreement [5], the simulation was based on questionable
assumptions and contained too many parameters of fitting. There-
fore, it cannot be considered as irrefutable evidence for singlet SCRP
theory. Instead, in the present work we offer a simple hypothesis,
which is not only able to reproduce previous TR EPR experiments,
but also covers ESE experiments as well.

Summarizing, our results do not contradict any known experi-
mental results, including time-resolved EPR data.
Fig. 13. Comparison of calculated out-of-phase ESE decay with experimentally
observed one. Panel A: ESEEM signal of singlet-born RPs (dash-dotted line), ESEEM
signal of AE-polarized RPs (dashed line), and their superposition (solid line). Panel
B: experimentally observed ESE decay (solid line) and reference background signal
measured at Tdaf ¼ 99 ms (dashed line). Spectral position is g ¼ 2:0017 (P3HT+

radical).
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4. Conclusion

We have investigated electron spin echo temporal shape of
spin-correlated radical pairs in P3HT/PCBM blends in relation to
electron spin echo envelope modulation experiments.

Out-of-phase electron spin echo intensity of spin-correlated
radical pairs depends on flip angle of first pulse and for
sufficiently short pulses this dependence accords fine with
analytical dependence. The turning angle of first pulse
n1 ¼ p=4 is close to optimal for out-of-phase electron spin
echo detection. For accurate results it is important to avoid
distortion of an ESEEM trace upon an echo integration. When
echo integration window is centered at time t ¼ s after the
second pulse distortions are minimal and they are significant
otherwise.

Interspin distance distribution in P3HT+/PCBM� radical pairs
was taken into account by averaging of calculated time-domain
ESE signals over model probability density function.

Comparison of these computations with experiment revealed
that experimental results cannot be reproduced without assuming
additional, besides purely singlet, component contributing to ini-
tial spin state of observable RPs. This component, named AE-
polarization, is produced as result of spin state evolution at early
steps of sequential electron transfer. Such assumption gives con-
vincing agreement with an experiment, both time-domain ESE
and ESEEM.

Experimentally observed ESEEM signal, being a superposition,
includes two parts originated from two different components of
observable RP polarization, namely antiphase and AE-
polarization. Thus it cannot be interpreted directly within singlet
SCRP model. However the second component can be suppressed
by averaging over resonant positions across the whole EPR
spectrum.

From this new point of view results of work [18] should
be revised. Owing to almost antisymmetric echo shape of
AE-polarized RPs their ESEEM signal intensity depends dras-
tically on integration gate: gates shorter than peak-to-peak
echo width lead to result close to zero, but integration
with longer gates produces strong signal. In work [18]
almost the whole ESE signal was integrated, and ESEEM
component corresponding to antiphase part of polarization,
which is relatively weak, was hidden. Thus interpretation
of ESE decay given on [18] should be corrected. This work
is in progress now. The more recent results are available
in [19].

The next step is determination of how far from pure singlet
actual polarization is. Exact amount of additional AE-polarization
depends on kinetic constants of charge separation and recombina-
tion, which in turn determine spin evolution of RP at the very
beginning of overall charge separation process, inaccessible to
EPR methods directly. However, pulsed ESE techniques, in
conjunction with numerical simulations, can be employed to
measure contribution of additional polarization and, thus, to
determine kinetic constants mentioned above. This information
is critical for development of detailed theory of charge separation
in OPV devices.
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